A. Which quarter has a gun on it: 1, Massachusetts. It depicts a
minuteman with a black powder rifle in his hand.
B. On which state quarter would you find a duck: 1, Arkansas. There is a
mallard duck flying over a body of water.
C. Which state has a cow on it: 3, Wisconsin. The state’s nickname is
America’s Dairyland, hence the cheese wheel and cow. Montana’s quarter
portrays a skull from a buffalo, not from a cow.
D. How many state quarters have horses depicted: 3, Four. The four states are Delaware,
Kentucky, Wyoming and Nevada. Delaware has a Patriot named Caesar Rodney riding a
horse. Kentucky shows a thoroughbred standing behind a fence in a corral representing the
horse breeding and racing there. Wyoming shows a cowboy busting a bronc. Nevada’s
design depicts three wild mustangs running free.
E. Which states have American bison (buffalo) on them: 2, Kansas and North Dakota.
F. How many states have a fish on them: 2, Two. Washington and Alaska have a salmon
portrayed on their quarters.
G. Which one has an astronaut on it: 2, Ohio. It is the home state of John Glenn, America’s first
Astronaut.
H. How many states have a trumpet displayed: 1, Two: Tennessee and Louisiana, both
represent the musical heritage found in both states.
I. Which one has the most presidents depicted: 1, South Dakota. The Black Hills monument at
Mount Rushmore depicts four presidents. New Jersey and Illinois both depict one president
on their statehood commemorative quarter.
J. How many states depict the state’s boundary or outline on them: 4, Fifteen. Hawaii,
Minnesota, South Carolina, New York, Michigan, Texas, Idaho, Indiana, Illinois, New
Mexico, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Louisiana, Massachusetts, and Georgia each have
their state’s boundaries featured in the design.
K. Which state quarter has a race car on it: 3, Indiana. The Indianapolis 500 is
held each year on Memorial Day weekend at the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway in Indiana. The race originated in 1909.
L. How many states display a boat or some sort of water craft within the design:
3, Seven. New Jersey, with George Washington crossing the Delaware River;
Virginia, showing three ships which came to Jamestown in 1607; Rhode Island,
showcasing the America’s Cup racing yacht Reliance; Maine, with the four-masted
schooner Victory Chimes; Missouri, featuring a small boat depicting a survey party from the
Lewis and Clark Expedition; Florida, with a Spanish galleon, represents the Spanish heritage
in Florida; Minnesota, shows a couple of fishermen in a small bass boat fishing in one their
ten-thousand plus lakes. Two other U.S. territories also include watercraft, they are: Guam,
which shows a flying proa (two parallel attached canoes, one with a sail in which the
persons would occupy, the other being a stability buoy; and the Northern Mariana Islands
show a typical canoe, similar to the proa, with a Polynesian style (inverted triangle) sail
affixed.

